
SECTOR UPDATE: AUGUST 2017

Today’s update includes:

• National Oracle Solution (NOS) 

• Procurement Services 

• Shared Banking 

• Food Services 

Key Upcoming Dates

Date Event or Activity

29 August Joint Procurement Authority (JPA) meeting

4 September JPA strategic session

7 September National DHB Chairs & Chief Executives Forum

12 September Procurement Operations Advisory Group (POAG) meeting

13 September NOS Executive Steering Committee

22 September Procurement Leads call, JPA meeting

25 September National DHB CFO Forum

28 September NZHP Board meeting - Auckland

PROGRAMMES & SERVICES UPDATES

National Oracle Solution (NOS) Status: RED

CE Sponsor: David Meates, Canterbury and West Coast DHBs

The NOS Change Control Pack was sent to DHB Chairs, Chief Executives, CFOs and CIOs yesterday (Tuesday 22 August). 

The recommendations contained in the Pack are that DHBs:

• reaffirm their commitment to the NOS programme

• approve the revised timelines and cost to complete the NOS programme 

• approve the Amendment to the Terms of Issue of the Class B Shares

and note:

• the outcomes of the independent quality assessments of the programme, including the revised timeline and cost 

• the tangible cost, and additional consequential costs including potential impairment of the FPSC asset, to close the 
programme 
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• changes made to programme governance and management to support successful delivery

• once DHB decisions are known, the transition sequence for Wave 2 onwards will be reviewed to reflect the risk profile 
of DHBs’ current finance systems and readiness to undertake implementation

• the NOS Change Control Report (CCR) has been reviewed and endorsed by the NOS Business Owners’ Forum, NOS 
Steering Committee and NZ Health Partnerships Board. 

To support the recommendations and DHB decision making, the Change Control Pack contains eight separate papers. The 
papers are: 

Paper Content Focus / Purpose

Change Control Report Detail of the proposal to change the FPSC Business Change Case (April 2015).

Covers areas such as the value of NOS; costs and timeframes; current status and drivers of that status; 
delivery approach; IQAs and programme improvements to support success; risks and controls; funding; 
options considered; and assumptions.

Accounting for Funding 
Paper

Template paper for DHB CFOs on the recommended accounting treatment for the funding requested in the 
Change Control Report.

Impairment Review Paper Update to DHB CFOs of the NZHP decision not to impair the FPSC asset as at 30 June 2017. Includes the 
process undertaken to reach this decision and provides a standard note to accounts which the DHBs can 
consider using in their accounts.

Financial Impact 
Assessment Paper

A detailed breakdown of costs required to complete NOS as well as for the counterfactual scenarios, 
including a breakdown by DHB.

IQANZ Full Report 
(Programme Health)

IQA review of the NOS programme as at May 2017.

IQANZ Full Report (Time 
and Budget)

Second IQA review as at end-July 2017, focusing on the timeline and budget to complete.

The Amendment to 
Terms of the Class B 
Shares

Outlining the proposed amendments to the terms of the class B shares required to facilitate the 
recommended funding approach.

DHB Board Ready 
Decision Paper (guide for 
DHBs to use)

For DHBs to use as a base document to develop their own FRAC / Board papers. A separate schedule 
around costs, broken down by DHB, is provided.

Next Steps

NZHP will take every opportunity, through forums and other sector engagements, to assist DHBs so they can take the 
recommendations to their Boards in the next six weeks. The NZHP Executive Team and programme management will 
happily attend Board meetings as requested. 

To help DHBs digest the Pack we have scheduled two "open-call" teleconferences at 5pm, Tuesday 29 August and 
5pm, Monday 4 September. These are opportunities for DHB Chairs, CEs, CFOs and CIOs to ask questions and seek 
clarifications. The questions and answers from each call will be captured and circulated to all.

NZHP will also attend the National Chairs and Chief Executives Forum in Wellington on Thursday 7 September. 

<<Please click here to view the most recent NOS reporting Dashboards>> (note: link accessible only if user logged into 
DHB computer)

http://www.nzhealthpartnershipsprogrammes.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/NOS-Status-Dashboards-11-August-2017.pdf
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Procurement Services Status: GREEN

CE Sponsor: Dr Nigel Murray, Waikato DHB

2017/18 Procurement Plan

We are close to getting the 2017/18 Annual Procurement Plan approved. Eight DHBs have not provided comment or 
approval, but we expect those to do so over the next few days. 

Initially developed and shared with DHBs, the plan was discussed with PHARMAC in early August and updated to reflect 
agreed respective actions and timings of the organisations. The plan details that where important, NZHP will share 
category plans with PHARMAC before proceeding with sourcing activities. 

The plan was presented to the Procurement Operations Advisory Group (POAG) on 16 August and will go before the Joint 
Procurement Authority (JPA) on 29 August for final approval.

This year’s plan prioritises completing implementation of the new Procurement Operating Model. It also targets activities 
focused on contract renewal and replacement to reduce risk to DHBs. Such a focus will also deliver financial benefits while 
establishing the groundwork to achieve significant on-going benefits in existing and new areas. The proposed key activities 
for the 2017/18 procurement plan are included as Appendix A.

2016/17 Work In Progress 

We are making headway with the procurement projects transferred from hA (FPSC) Ltd, albeit still running behind where 
we had initially expected to be in terms of execution. From the 105 projects, 61 continue to be progressed - with six of 
these in the final stages of completion, namely contract execution and implementation.  

DHB Visits 

NZHP procurement leadership has been visiting DHBs to discuss work in progress, gain understanding of their 
procurement needs and readiness for the new Procurement Operating Model, among other things. 

During the visits, we received the following feedback: 

• More visibility of our activities 

• Focus on key activities and do it well 

• Provide quality information/data 

• Communication needs to be meaningful and simpler

• Determine, achieve and report financial benefits

• Provide advice and support. 

NZHP will further discuss this feedback and develop action plans.
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Procurement Leads Workshop

The next Procurement Leads workshop is scheduled for October. Procurement Leads have provided input to the content 
and agenda for the day. The feedback received from the Procurement Leads has been presented to the POAG to finalise 
the details including when and where the workshop will be held. 

Template Update 

Templates and resources for DHBs have been developed, supporting the adoption of a common approach - driving 
standardisation, streamlining activity and alignment to the Government Rules of Sourcing.

<<Please click here to view the templates>> (note: link accessible only if user logged into DHB computer)

The initial release of approved key templates and resources was completed 10 August. 

Shared Banking Status: GREEN

CE Sponsor: Nigel Trainor, South Canterbury DHB

DHBs and their subsidiaries are poised to start transitioning from Westpac to the BNZ as their banking provider. The NZHP 
Board signed the contract with the BNZ on 8 August making it the sector’s new transactional banking services provider. 
The country’s 20 DHBs had previously approved the appointment of the BNZ. 

The additional financial benefits for the sector of changing to the BNZ is forecast to be around $1.2 million per annum. 
This would be on top of benefits gained from the Shared Banking service, which were $3.4 million in the 2016/17 financial 
year.

NZHP proposes grouping DHBs and their subsidiaries into four categories to simplify the rollout. The groupings are based 
on:

• scoping activity undertaken by the BNZ 

• known constraints

• feedback about transition to the BNZ timescales

• progression of pre-work with BNZ implementation team.

Proposed Groupings and Go-Live Dates
These are not final. We will be consulting with DHBs in the coming weeks. 

Category DHB Proposed go-live date

Early Adopter transition • Hawke’s Bay

• Lakes

• MidCentral

• Whanganui

Mid-Oct 2017

http://www.nzhealthpartnershipsprogrammes.co.nz/dp/resources/
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Category DHB Proposed go-live date

hA Shared Services transitions • Auckland

• Counties-Manukau

• Northland

• Waitemata

• Taranaki

Mid-Nov 2017

General transition • Capital and Coast

• Hauora Tairawhiti

• Hutt Valley

• Nelson Marlborough

• South Canterbury

• Southern

• Wairarapa

Nov and Dec 2017

NOS Wave One transition • Bay of Plenty

• Canterbury

• Waikato

• West Coast

To be confirmed

Next Steps for Shared Banking Services

• NZHP to discuss with each DHB the proposed groupings, go-live dates and any constraints.

• BNZ to continue scoping and planning with each DHB.

• NZHP to work with Banking Service Performance Group to finalise Treasury Service Agreements (TSA) and update 
policies.

• NZHP to engage with each DHB to ensure signoff of TSA.  

• Implement a communications plan to keep stakeholders informed.

Food Services Status: AMBER

CE Sponsor: Jim Green, Hauora Tairawhiti DHB

The inaugural meeting of the new governance body (Food Services Agreement Contract Management Group - CMG) took 
place on 18 August with representation from all six FSA-participating DHBs.
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APPENDIX A: PROPOSED KEY ACTIVITIES IN 2017/18 PROCUREMENT PLAN

Activity Description Importance
A. Procurement Operating Model Continue with implementation of the 

procurement operating model.  This includes 
the clinical engagement framework and supplier 
engagement framework.

Completes the first year of implementing the 
procurement operating model.

B. Supplier Relationship Management Opportunities to apply a supplier relationship 
management approach to suppliers

In line with the Procurement Operating Model 
this will enable focus on suppliers, not purely 
contract value.  Candidates being looked at for 
the first wave are: Obex, Smith and Nephew, J&J

C. Contract Management 282 national contracts (approx.$186m pa 
value) transitioned from hA(FPSC) to NZ Health 
Partnerships on 1 May. 120 of these (approx. 
$70m pa value) are due to expire in the next 12 
months. 

A formal programme of contract management 
will be established under NZ Health 
Partnerships in FY 2017/18 to ensure all 
national contracts are managed appropriately 
for their value and risk profile

Will reduce operational risk to DHBs of 
procurement being done under expired or out of 
date contracts or essential clinical products not 
being supplied.

D. Contract Management Framework Develop a Contract Management Framework 
during FY 2017/18 to ensure a consistent 
approach to contract management within the 
health sector which benefits both purchasers 
and suppliers.

Provides good practice and standardisation 
across the sector.

NATIONAL PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES 2017/18
Activity Description Importance
E . Category 1 Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillators (ICDs) & 

Pacemakers:

Takes into account: 774-Cardiothoracic 
Products, New, National ($1.16m) and 775 
Vascular Products ($1.2m), should supplier 
synergies exist. – consider potential for Master 
agreement if not in place.

Understand PHARMAC  long term sourcing plan 

Annual spend (est): $22m

Provide benefits to DHBs, min 5% = $1.1m

F. Category 2 Non-Surgical Gloves:

Potential to merge with Personal Protective 
Apparel

Annual spend (est.) $7.0m

Understand the contract cycle 

Consider price benchmarking and also 
distribution model, container management.

Provide benefits to DHBs, min 5% = $0.35m



Activity Description Importance
G. Category plans to be progressed in order 
to propose whether to undertake as national 
activity, including understanding current local 
and collaborative activities and potential to 
leverage these for National Good.  These will be 
developed in collaboration with DHBs.

a) Laboratory Supplies: Feedback from POAG 
was that this is worth developing a procurement 
plan and will require input from each Lab 
departments to understand direction.  This 
work would be progressed through to category 
plan including scope, spend data, current 
contractual arrangements/commitments  and 
recommendations.

b) Surgical Instruments: Feedback from POAG 
was that this could be challenging and would 
require a large scale change.  However, we 
need to understand the current contracts in 
this space as suppliers seem to reflect endo-
mechanical or laparoscopic which PHARMAC 
has done.  This will be progressed through 
to category plan including scope, spend 
data, , current contractual arrangements/
commitments and recommendations.

c) Kitchen Supplies: POAG has supported 
seeing a category plan for this.  This will 
be progressed through to category plan 
including scope, spend data, , current 
contractual arrangements/commitments 
and recommendations. We need to better 
understand if this crosses any AoG contract(s) 
as part of the analysis.

d) Electrophysiology Consumables: Relates 
to tertiary DHBs, POAG feedback is that there 
is a strong link to capital equipment and 
strong clinical preferences.  Plan is to obtain 
information and draft a category plan to assess 
what opportunities, if any, exist nationally.  

e) National Beds (CAPEX) – POAG view is that 
there is an opportunity to explore a national 
capex arrangement for Beds.

f) National Imaging (CAPEX)  –POAG view is 
that a possible national capex initiative should 
be considered for capital category of Imaging. 
Strong results achieved in this category in other 
jurisdictions.

These categories will provide benefits however 
the quantum cannot be confirmed until detailed 
planning is completed.

Savings targets will be included in the plans.

H. PHARMAC Medical Device take-up Work with Pharmac to identify a detailed plan 
to support their take-up of medical devices and 
manage any contractual issues for DHBs who 
need to procure until Pharmac can take them 
over.

Reduces risk to DHBs of contracts expiring 
before PHARMAC can take over devices, 
and reduces risk of suppliers exiting current 
contracts early.

I. International Collaboration NZ Health Partnerships will work with 
Australian jurisdictions on the establishment 
of a Category Manager Network under the 
auspices of the Australian New Zealand Health 
Procurement Roundtable in 2017/18. This 
will enable access to and exchange of market 
insights and learnings with colleagues.

Provides industry insight and information.
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